Association of Vegetable Consumption with Nutritional Status in Adolescents in Mexico City
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Abstract

It has been documented that increased vegetable consumption is associated with preventive effects in some public health problems such as obesity and some chronic noncommunicable diseases. The aim of this study was to determine the association of nutritional status with vegetable consumption in adolescents from Technical High Schools in Mexico City. A sample of 2368 adolescents was obtained who were applied a questionnaire of frequency food consumption and anthropometric measurements were taken, the nutritional diagnosis was obtained with Who Anthro Plus program. The data obtained were analyzed with the statistical package SPSS version 20.0 for Windows Statistics®. When the correlation of frequency consumption of vegetables with nutritional status, in the final phase, it found that teens who never ate vegetables were more likely to develop obesity (36.0% GI and 36.10% GC), compared with teens who consumed daily (8.9% GI and 2.10% GC), existing difference highly significant. The teenagers of the Technical High School in Mexico City in the intervention group presented a basal daily intake of 15.7% and after the intervention their intake increased to 21.3%. With respect to the control group it started with a daily intake of 12.6% to 14.9% increasing it. An increase was achieved in the daily consumption of vegetables in adolescents of both groups so it is concluded that the intervention was successful.
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1. Introduction

Vegetables consumption is an essential part of a healthy diet during growth and devel-
opment of children and adolescents. So habits, preferences and healthy food choices acquired during childhood and adolescence remain throughout life. The interest in the increase of this consumption is associated with preventive effects in some public health problems such as obesity, cardiovascular diseases and certain cancers [1].

Some research has shown the protective effect of vegetable consumption on chronic noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) [2].

It has been considered that consumption of vegetables reduces obesity because it increases the amount of fiber, decreases fat intake and energy density of the diet, and increases satiety [3].

The World Health Organization recommends a daily consumption of 400 g from vegetables and fruits for an adequate supply of fiber and to meet the needs of micronutrients. This daily requirement is satisfied by eating five servings of vegetables and fruit per day [4].

The Institute of World Cancer Research Fund suggests a daily intake of 600 g of vegetables and fruits [5], while the American Heart Association recommends eating vegetables between 2.5 to 3 cups per day [6].

Overweight and obesity are closely related to the development of chronic diseases in Latin America, 70% of all deaths and 60% of the burden of disease due to NCDs; vegetable consumption, and contribute to their prevention, exerts beneficial effects by providing micronutrients such as vitamins A, C and folic acid, plus minerals that contribute to health maintenance [7].

So the aim of this study was to determine the association of nutritional status with vegetable consumption in adolescents of the Technical High Schools in Mexico City.

2. Materials and Methods

Study design

This was a randomized controlled trial school-based intervention designed, reviewed and approved by the Doctoral of Biological Sciences and Health Research Commission of Autonomous Metropolitan University.

In first place the Ministry of Education was contact and approve to do the protocol in their schools, in addition, parents provided written informed consent allowing their adolescents to participate in the study. The research were carried out over 2012-13 to 2014-15 school years.

School recruitment: Only public technical high schools meeting the following criteria were considered for study inclusion: 1) located in Mexico City; 2) classified by the Ministry of Education as a schools with scholar doctor in it; 3) being a schools with morning and evening shift; 4) possessing the minimum facilities necessary for the intervention implementation. Of a preliminary list of 119 schools located in the urban area of Mexico City, provided by the Technical High School General Direction by the Ministry of Education in Mexico City, 75 schools were selected initially because partially met the inclusion criteria having a scholar doctor in their installations, then in a new selection included the schools with a morning and evening shifts and facilities necessary for the intervention, the final list include 56 eligible schools. From the 56 eligible
schools that met the inclusion criteria the selection adjust by the minimum effective sample size, calculated on the assumption of simple random sampling, by used the Murray-Larry formula, and obtained a final sample with 16 schools.

Selection criteria and randomization of units

From the 16 selected schools than met de inclusion criteria and agreed to participate in the study by committing the study needs, them were randomly selected used an aleatory number generator with binomial distribution with a 0.28 probability and assigned to one of two condition: intervention (n = 8) and Control (n = 8).

The intervention strategies were implemented in 8 intervention schools and were targeted to teenagers recruit in first grade of high school during the first year of intervention with a follow-up for three years of study inside the selected schools.

**Student recruitment:** A total of 2368 students from first year of Technical High School from these 16 schools were randomly selected for outcome evaluation, from initial sample of 3875 students, excluded 1507 due to different circumstances, a flow char of the sample from recruitment to the end of the 3-year intervention period is shown in Figure 1.

Intervention description

A questionnaire of frequency food consumption was applied, and anthropometric measurements were taken using the Who Anthro Plus program, diagnosis of nutritional status was obtained. The data obtained were analyzed with the statistical package SPSS version 20.0 for Windows Statistics®. All teens voluntarily participate under the informed consent of their parents or guardians.

The study was conducted in three phases, in the initial phase the basal anthropometric measurements (weight and height) taking and the first application of frequency food consumption questionnaire was conducted. In the intermediate stage, school doctors and science teachers were trained in different topics about physical education in nutrition, obesity, nutritional treatment in overweight and obese adolescents, habits and healthy lifestyles. Also, dietary guidance was provided to students and parents with the use of educational materials. In the final phase the anthropometric measurements were taken again and applied the second time of the frequency food consumption questionnaire. A study subjects were followed for three years (2012-2015).

The sample was divided into two groups, the control group and the intervention group. In the control group only anthropometric averages were taken and carried out the implementation of the frequency food consumption, no nutritional guidance was given. In the intervention group was given nutritional guidance and conducted the training of teachers and school doctors. Both groups received educational support materials; for the intervention group was provided printed materials and the control group digital materials available on pages www.5pasos.sep.gob.mx and www.aprendeconreyhan.com.mx.

3. Results

The control group (CG) was made up of 1258 adolescents (53.1%), while the intervention group (IG) with 1110 adolescents (46.9%). Two school shifts were considered (morning
and evening) in the morning shift there was a participation of 60.6% in IG and 61.5% in the CG. In the evening shift there was a 39.4% share and 38.5%, respectively. The 49.0% and 50.4% were women, respectively and 51.0% and the remaining 49.6% were men, respectively.

The study included adolescents who had to start three-year intervention in the 2012-2013 school years between 11 and 12 years, with a mean age of 11.874 ± 0.460 in the IG and an average of 11.843 ± 0.486 in the CG.

In the IG, 57.4% of adolescents have a normal state of nutrition, 26.6% overweight, 13.8% obesity and 2.3% presented thinness. 15.7% of adolescents consumed vegetables daily, 35.6% indicated that consuming 1 to 2 days a week, 29.2% of consumed 3 or 4 days, 13.4% of consumed 5 or 6 days a week and 6.1% of adolescents never referred eat vegetables.

In the CG 60.4% of adolescents have a normal state of nutrition, 24.9% overweight,
13.2% obesity and 1.5% presented thinness. 12.6% of adolescents consumed vegetables daily, 35.5% indicated that consumed 1 to 2 days a week, 32.0% of consumed 3 or 4 days, 13.0% of consumed 5 or 6 days a week and 6.9% of adolescents never referred eat vegetables.

By correlating the frequency of consumption of vegetables with nutritional status, it was found that adolescents who never ate vegetables were more likely to develop obesity (20.6% IG and 12.8% CG), compared with adolescents who consumed daily (12.6% IG and 10.8% CG), however, no statistically significant difference was found ($p \geq 0.050$) (Figure 2).

An increase was achieved in the daily consumption of vegetables in adolescents of both groups. In Figure 2 we can see that the intervention group in the initial phase introduced a daily intake of 15.7% and after the intervention increased to 21.3%. With respect to the control group it started with a daily intake of 12.6% incrementing to 14.9% at the end of the intervention (Figure 3).

In order to test whether the intervention influenced the change of eating habits, a comparison was made with the measured frequency consumption of vegetables, for the initial phase and the final phase, for such a result, the $t$ test was applied to samples dependent on the result we can see that the significance is 0.001 and therefore can be stated that the treatment did have effect (Table 1).

After the intervention changes were observed in the nutritional status, where the prevalence of obesity decreased from 13.8% to 6.1% (IG) and 13.2% to 11.9% (CG), just as the prevalence of overweight was reduced from 26.6% to 22.8% (IG) in the CG prevalence of overweight remained similar (Figure 4).

When performing correlation frequency of consumption of vegetables with nutritional

![Figure 2](image-url). Frequency of vegetable consumption in relation to nutritional status in adolescents of the Technical High Schools in Mexico City. Initial phase.
status, in the final stage, it was found that adolescents who never ate vegetables were more likely to develop obesity (36.0% IG and 36.10% CG), compared with adolescents who consumed daily (8.9% IG and 2.10% CG), existing highly significant difference ($p \leq 0.010$) \((\text{Figure 4 and Figure 5})\).

4. Discussion

A prevalence of four out of ten adolescents with overweight and obesity, similar to the results documented by the Health and Nutrition Survey 2012 [8] where 35% of
Figure 5. Frequency of vegetable consumption in relation to nutritional status in adolescents of the Technical High Schools in Mexico City. Final phase.

Adolescents are overweight or obese. It also indicates that more than one in five adolescents are overweight and one in ten is obese.

Adolescents have a low intake of vegetables, similar to those reported by Milder et al. (2015) results. [9] Which reported that only 8.7% of adolescents consume vegetables daily, while 22.7% never consume them. Similarly Suarez et al. (2014) [10] reported that 20.3% of adolescents never consume vegetables, 55.4% consume only one or two daily servings of vegetables and only 24.3% consume more than two servings a day. The low consumption of vegetables is not exclusive to adolescents, but a reflection of what happens in the general population, Mexicans have a per capita consumption of 235 g of vegetables and fruits per day, on average, 58.75% over 400 g recommended by WHO [11]. Lazarus (2014) [12] reported an average consumption of 266 g of vegetables and fruits accounting for 66.5%.

Association of overweight and obesity was found with low consumption of vegetables, low intake of vegetables is related to the lack of variety in the food groups. In addition, the low consumption of fruits, high consumption of canned, processed, industrialized beverages high in refined sugars, show a pattern of consumption tending to strengthen the so-called nutritional transition, which leads in turn to overweight and obesity [13] [14].

An increase was achieved in the consumption of vegetables in both groups, similar to those results reported by Fretes et al. (2013) [15] in their study of 59 parents and 59 school, where they made an intervention on the consumption of vegetables, in the initial phase had an average consumption of 103 g (IG), increasing to 122.5 g (IG) at the end of the intervention. However, in the CG they reported a decrease in consumption of vegetables, 99.9 g in the initial phase was reduced to 76.5 g in the final phase. Similarly, Gonzalez et al. (2014) [3] reported an increase in the consumption of vegetables in 976 children (784 IG and 192 CG) after an intervention in education of healthy eating.
in the IG in the initial phase they found that 13.2% of children never ate vegetables decrease to 7.8% achieved in the final phase.

5. Conclusion

It is concluded that the intervention was successful because it met the purpose of increasing the consumption of vegetables, however not satisfied with the WHO recommendation so it is recommended to design strategies to further increase their consumption of this way contributes to the prevention of obesity in adolescents. Since improving the eating habits of adolescents will favor the reduction of public health problems.
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